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Abstract 
General conditions are given in a Hilbert space setting ensuring the geometrical convergence of a sequence (x,) 
to a fixed element x * of a convex and closed subset M. A thorough discussion to improve the occurring error 
estimates is added. 
The results are applied to the approximate solution of convex problems, where M is constituted by the solution 
set and (x,) is generated by a corresponding general iterative method. 
Keywords: Hilbert space; Convex problems; Iterative methods; Relaxation parameters; Subgradient methods; 
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1. Introduction 
We consider a Hilbert space H, a nonempty, convex and closed subset M representing the 
solution set of any convex problem and a sequence (x,> of elements in H generated by any 
iterative method. 
The sequence (x,1 is said to be geometrically (or linearly) convergent to x * EM, if 
Ilx,-x*Il~c.uPk, PE Lo, 11, 
holds for all k and appropriate constants cy and p. For instance, this follows from the recursive 
relation 
IIX kfl -x* I( Gpllxk -x*11, PE[OI 1). (I’) 
Then cy = I( x,, -x * 1). In the classical case A4 consists of only one element x *. The simplest 
example of this kind arises from a fixed point equation x = TX, where the operator T : H --j H 
is contractive (Lipschitz continuous) with the constant p E [0, 1). Then the solution x * is 
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unique, and the usual iterative method with the recursive definition xk+r = TX, fulfils Cl’). If M 
has more than one element, a natural extension of (1’) is 
(“1) P(X,+,, n/r) QIP(X,, M), 4 E [O> 1>7 
such that the distance p(x,, M) between xk and M tends geometrically to 0. But (“1) does not 
generally imply that accumulation points of (x,) exist in M. In this paper we look for general 
conditions which ensure the geometrical convergence of (xk) to a certain element x * in M. 
Moreover, we are interested in good estimates (1) and (1’). 
We start with general convergence statements, continue with their application 
iterative solution of convex problems and finish with the integration of known results. 
2. Results 
to the 
Let M be a nonempty, convex and closed subset of the Hilbert space H and (x,) a sequence 
of elements in H. Further let us assume that there is an element x * EM satisfying 
(“2) ~~~,-x*II~P&,> M), 
for all k and a suitable constant fi > 0. Then xk =x * iff xk EM. Besides, p(x,, M) tends to 0 
iff xk converges to x *. This is obvious, since x * E M means automatically 
,4x,, M) +,-x* II. (2) 
Relation (2) also shows that p 2 1 must hold in (“2) if there is an index k with xk #x *. For 
p = 1 the assumption (“2) is reduced to II xk -x * II= p(x,, M). 
Theorem 1. Under the assumptions (“1) and (V2), the sequence (x,) converges geometrically to 
x * . Besides, the estimates 
lbk --x * (1 G P&,, M)qk, (3) 
IIX k+l -x*II~Pqrllxk-x*II~Pqllxk-x*(( (3’) 
are valid, where 
I dxk, M, r= ,:;zM ,I~~_~*I, 7 if{XkhMf@, 1, otherwise. (4) 
Proof. The repeated application of (“1) supplies p(xk, M) G p(x,, M)qk. Now (3) follows in 
connection with (“2). But then (xk) converges geometrically to x *, since (3) means (1) with 
cx = pp(x,, M) and p = q. Finally, (“1) and (“2) yield 
IIX ktl -x * II G PP(Xk+l, M) <j%?p(xk, M) <hriixk --X* 11. 
In view of (2) we have r G 1 and therefore (3’). 0 
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Remarks. Relation (3’) shows that (I’) is only a sufficient condition for (1). 
The constants 4 in (3) and pq in (3’) characterize the rate of geometrical convergence. 
Naturally q < pq holds, since the second constant relates to the fixed element x * in M. (Vl) 
and (V2) permit the situation that the step from xk to xk+i approaches M, but goes away from 
x *. On the other hand, this cannot be the general tendency, since p( xk, M) converges to 0. 
If xk E M for any k, then we have xi =x * for all i > k. It is easy to see that otherwise x * is 
on the boundary of M. 
In the further part, (V2) will be replaced by other assumptions which do not contain x *. At 
first we turn to the condition 
P3) II&C+1 - fi, II G YP(X/o Ml, 
where y is a suitable constant and P denotes the metric projector onto M. 
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions Wl) and (V3) the sequence (x,) converges geometrically to 
an element x * in M. More precisely the estimates 
llxk -x * II G NY> qMx,, W G P(r, 4)P(X,? M)qk, (5) 
lb k+l --x* II Wry q)wllx,-x* II G3(rT 4)411xk-x* II (5’) 
hold with 
y+l-q 
PC% q>= l_q (6) 
and r giuen in (4). 
Proof. By virtue of (Vl) we have p(xi, M) G qi-“p(x,, M) for i > k. Using (V3), we get with 
rz > k, 
n-1 n-1 
Ilk -fi,lI =G c II&i+1 -w G-Y c Pk, w 
i=k i=k 
n-1 
G Y c 9i-kP(x,, M) < 
i=k 
Hence (fik) is a Cauchy sequence which converges to a certain element x *. But x * lies in M, 
since all fik lie in M and M is closed. If n tends to infinity, the latter inequalities supply 
IIpxk-x*Il~ $-q(Xk, M)* 
Then we obtain 
<p(xk, M, + +q(x,, M) =P(r, cl)P(Xkdq. 
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This means (V2) with j3 = P(y, 4). Now (5), (5’) and the convergence assertion follow by 
Theorem 1. q 
Remarks. The function p : [0, a~> x [0, 1) in (6) satisfies 
P(r, 4) = 1+ & al+y>l. 
Therefore p and pq are strictly monotone increasing and unbounded in both arguments y and 
4. Thus we have p = P(y, q)q < 1 in (5’) only for small values q (for q < 1 + & - (y + $y*)l/*, 
where the right-hand side tends to 0 if y tends to infinity). 
Now we consider the condition 
(V4) II%+1 -&II ~G(L M)* 
Since P is nonexpansive and idempotent, we get 
II%+1 -&clI 4IQ+1 -%II 4If%+l -f%II +llxk+l -bc+1ll 
=IP%+l -%lI +Ph+,, M). (7) 
Thus (V3) and (V4) are equivalent under (Vl) with correspondingly chosen constants y and 6. 
Moreover it is 
P(%C+r, MI =IIG+1 -f%+llI 41%f+1 -hell* 
Hence (V4) implies (Vl) and (V3) with q = y = 6 if 6 < 1 is supposed. 
Corollary 3. For 6 < 1 the assumption (V4) guarantees the geometrical convergence of (x,) to an 
element x * E M. Besides, the estimates (5) and (5’) hold with q = y = 6. Specifically, /3( y, q) = 
PCS, 8) = l/(1 - 8). 
In the previous conditions A4 occurs as an integral set. Now we introduce the condition 
(V5) IIxk+r -xXI~~2~/~~k-~1~~2+12p2(xk, M), for all x’EM, 
which refers also to all single elements of M. Setting x’ = Px, E M, we obtain 
II x k+l -pxk1/*<(1+1*)p*(xk, M), 
that is (V4) with 6 = (1 + l*)l/* 2 1. We see by (7) that (V3) is fulfilled with y = (1 + l*)l/*. 
Hence’(V1) and (V5) guarantee in view of Theorem 2 the geometrical convergence of (x,) to a 
certain element x * in it4 and the estimates (5), (5’) with the special choice 
P(Y, 4) =P((l + 1*$‘*, 4) = 1 + 
(1 + 1*)1’2 
1-q 
>l+max 
i 
+_, (1 + 12)(/j > 2. (8) 
But the specific nature of (V5) allows still other estimates. 
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Theorem 4. Under the assumptions (Vl) and (V5) the sequence (x,) converges geometrically to 
an element x * E M. Moreover the estimates 
/Q-x* I( GP’(L cl)P(.Q, M) GP’(L 4)P(X,> q?k7 (9) 
lb ,+I-x*)~~(1+12r2)1’2~~xk-~*~~~(1+12)1’2~/xk-x*~~ (9’) 
hold with 
P’(l, q) = 1+ 1 + & 
i ! 
l/2 
(10) 
and r defined in (4). 
Proof. If (V5) and (Vl) are used repeatedly, the inequalities 
n-l n-l 
IIx,,-xr~~2~~~xk-x’~~2+z2 c P2(Xi, M)~/IXk-X’l12+12p2(Xk, M) c q’-k 
i=k i=k 
< 11 xk -x’ /I2 + 
12p2(xk, M, 
1-q 
arise for n > k and all x’ EM. As already mentioned above, (xk> converges geometrically to an 
element x * EM. Passing with n to infinity and choosing x’ = fi, EM, we get 
11x* -fk,I12+,-~x,l12+ ‘“‘1”;” = l+ & p2(x,, M). ! I 
Furthermore, 
which means (V2) with p = p’(I, q). Now (9) follows by Theorem 1. Observing x * E M and 
r G 1, we win with the aid of (V5) 
lb k+l -x * [I2 < )I xk -x * II2 + 12p2(xk, bf) < (1 + j2r2)11xk -x * II2 
< (1 + /“)/I xk --x * /12. 
Hence (9’) is valid. 0 
Remarks. The function p + : [0, 03) X [O, 1) in (10) satisfies 
P’(Z, q) 2 1 + (1 + z2)1’2 > 2. (11) 
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It is strictly monotone increasing and unbounded in both arguments I and q. A simple 
calculation shows 
where the strict inequality occurs for q > 0. Therefore, the constant p +(Z, q) in (9) is generally 
better than the alternative constant p((l + Z2)l12, q) (see (8)). Especially, we obtain for the 
quotient NZ, q) = /3’(I, q)/p((l + 121112, q) the properties 
b(Z, 0) = 1, lim b(Z, q) = 0, 
q+l-0 
qo, 4) = w - 4) 2 _q G /@mW, 4) = (1 -q)1/2. 
Different is the situation for the bound (1 + Z2)l12 in (9’). By Theorem 1 we can use also the 
strictly monotone functions 
P,f(4 4) =P((l + z2f2, 9)4, P,‘(L s) =P+(L 4)q 
as bounds in (9’) which are evidently better than (1 + Z2)1/2 for small q. While the relation 
P,+(Z, 4) <p:(Z, q) h o Id 
(0, 1) satisfying 
s with p,+(l, q)/p1+(1, q) = HZ, q), there exist functions qi with qi(Z) E 
P+(Z, 4) G (1 + Z2)1’2, for 4 E [O, qi(Z)], 
p+(z, 9) 2 (1 +z2)1’2, for4 E [qi(z), l), 
where i E 11, 2). The first separating function 
q,(Z) = (1 + z2)1’2 + a(1 - (5 + z2)1’2) 
is strictly monotone increasing and varies between $(3 - A) and $, while the second q,(Z) 
results from the zero of the quadratic function 
r(q) = (I’ - 2(1 + z2)1’2)q2 + (1 + z2 + 2(1 + zy2)q - (1 + 12) 
in (0, 1). Taking (11) into account, we obtain 
41(Z) < q2w G 
(1 + z2)1’2 
1 + (1 + z2)1’2 .
The discussion shows that the bound (1 + Z2)l12 in (9’) can be improved to min(p,+(Z, q), 
(1 + Z2)1’2). Finally, p,f(Z, q) < 1 for q < a - (a2 - 1)112 < ql(Z), a = 1 + +(l + Z2)l12 and 
p,f(Z, q) < 1 for q < 2/(3 + (1 + 4Z2j112) <q2(Z). Hence there are bounds less than 1 for small 
values q. 
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If (V5) is realized for I= 0, (x,) is said to be Fejer monotone with respect 
suppose additionally (V4) with a constant 6 < 1. This leads to the condition 
(v6) 
7 
to M. We want to 
The second part means that we have for a fixed k and the special choice x’ = I%, the sharper 
version II xk+ 1 - x’ II =G 6 II xk -2 II of the first part, which is superfluous for the convergence in 
itself (see Corollary 3), but important for the rate of convergence. 
Theorem 5. Under the assumption (V6) the sequence (x,) converges geometrically to an element 
X* in M. Besides, the estimates 
ll~k-~*I/ ~(l++(x,, M),<(l+a)p(x,, M)6% (12) 
lb k+l --x*1/ <[IX,-X*11 (12’) 
hold. 
Proof. In view of (V6), we get for n > k, 
/Ixn--xkII ~I~xk+l-pxkI~ G+(Xk, M)* 
Since (V6) implies (V4) with 6 < 1, (xk) converges geometrically to an element x * in M by 
Corollary 3. If we let II tend to infinity, we attain 
(Ix* -Px,II G86p(x,, M). 
Now 
)~x,-x*~~~~~x,--x,(~+~~x*-Px,~~~(1+6)~(x,,~). 
As already mentioned before Corollary 3, (V4) yields (Vl) with q = 6. Thus the second part of 
(12) is a consequence of Theorem 1. Finally we apply (V6) for x’ =x * EM and obtain (12’). 
Remarks. If (V6) is fulfilled, the results of Corollary 3 
(12) is generally better than the alternative bound 
P(S, 8) = (1 - 6))’ = c 6’. 
i=O 
Because of (1 + S>/p(S, 6) = 1 - S2, the superiority 
situation is different for the bound factor 1 in (12’). 
bounds 
P;(6) = (1+ w, 
are valid. Obviously the bound 1 + 6 in 
of 1 + 6 increases with 6. Again the 
By Theorem 1 we have the competing 
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which are evidently less than 1 for small 6. More precisely, 
P@) fP;(qY 
P;(a) 
- 
P;(s) 
= 1 -a2, 
p;(6) < 1, for S G +, p;(6) G 1, for 6 G +(fi - 1). 
Hence the bound factor 1 in (12’) can be improved to min(l, 6 -t- a2>. 
Finally we introduce the condition 
(V7) II~~+~-.‘11~gI(x,-x’1l~-rnZp~(x~, M), for all x’EM, 
with a constant m > 0 which guarantees the strong inequality 
IIX k+l -x’\l < ()xk -x’(), for all x’ EM, 
if xk does not lie in M. The special choice x’ = Px, EM shows m G 1 and leads to 
II x k+l -pXk112< (1 -m2)p2(Xk, M), 
that is, (V6) with 6 = (1 - WZ~)~/~ < 1. Hence Theorem 5 can be applied for this 6. But (V7) 
permits to improve the bound in (12’). 
Lemma 6. Under the assumption (V7) the estimate 
lb k+l -X* (( < (1 -m2r:)1’2/(Xk-X* (1 <pP(m)((Xk-X* (( 
holds, where x * = limkxk E A4 and 
(13) 
(1 -m’)‘/’ <p-(m) = 
(2(m2 - 1 + (1 - m2)1’2))1’2 
m 
< (l- $m2)“2 < 1, 
dxk, M, 
))Xk-X*/j’ 
if{Xk}\MZ@? 
otherwise. 
Proof. By Theorem 5 we have x * = limkxk E h!f. Thus we can put x’ =x * in (V7) and get 
lb ktl --x* ll’+k -x* 1j2-m2p2(xk, h!f) < (1-m2rf)((xk-x* 11’. 
Using (12) in Theorem 5 with 6 = (1 - rn2)l12, 
1 > P(% M) 1 1 - (1 - m2)1’2 
’ )lXk-X* 1) ’ I+(1 _m2)1’2 = m2 
= r(m) 
holds for xk #x *, and therefore 1 2 rl 2 r(m) > i. Hence we win 
(1 - m2)1’2 < (1 - m2rz)“’ < (1 - m2r2(m))1’2 
( m2 - (1 - (1 _ m2)1/32)1’2 
= 
m 
=p-(m) < (1 - +m2)1’2 < 1. 
Therefore the estimates in (13) and (14) are satisfied. 0 
(14) 
(15) 
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Remarks. Let us suppose (V7). Then in addition to Lemma 6 also Corollary 3 and Theorem 5 
can be applied with S = (1 - m ) 2 ‘12. By Theorem 1 we have apart from p-(m) in (13) the 
competing bounds 
p;(m) = 
(1 - rnZ)1’2 
1 - (I - &)l’2 ’ 
(16) 
p;(m) = (1 + (1 - m2)1’2)(1 - m2)1’2 = 1 - m2 + (1 - ,2)1’2 <p,(m). 
While p-(m) and the simplified upper bound (1 - im2)1/2 are generally less than 1, we have 
p;(m) < 1 on1 y f or m > ifi and p;(m) < 1 only for m > <i<fi - 1))‘12. On the other hand, 
both p;(m) and p;(m) tend more quickly to 0 than p-(m) for m -+ 1 - 0, while (1 - $m2)‘12 
has the lower bound $fi > 0. But observe that all functions p;(m), p;(m), p-(m) and 
(1 - bm2)1/2 are strictly monotone decreasing in m. There exist numbers m, E (0, 1) with 
pi(m) ap-(m), for m E (0~~1, ~ pi (m) Gp-(m), for m E [q, 11, 
and i E {l, 2}, where the equality occurs only for m = mi. A simple calculation leads to 
m,=#m--19)>m, and m,=(l-o > 2 ‘I2 E [0 839, 0.83941, where (T is the unique zero of . 
the polynomial (1 + qj3q - 2 in (0, 1). This analysis shows that the bound p-(m) in (13) can be 
improved to 
p(m) = min(p;(m), p-(m)) > (1 -m2)1’2. 
For m < 1 we have even p(m) > (1 -m ) 2 ‘I2 Estimating p(m) from above, we get the . 
simplified version 
min 
( 
2(1 - ,2)1’2, (1 - +z2)“‘). 
If M consists only of one element x’, then (V7) reduces to 
II x ktl -x’II < (1 -&)1’21/xk-x’II. 
In this case we automatically obtain the first part of (131, since then holds rl = 1 and x’ =x * . 
3. Applications to general iterative methods 
We derive now special results using step by step more concrete rules of iteration and 
correspondingly adapted assumptions. We start with the iterative scheme 
xk+l = Tk(xk - sk>, (17) 
where the operators Tk : H -+ H are supposed to be Fejer monotone with respect to the 
nonempty, convex and closed solution set M of the problem just regarded, i.e., 
I)Tkx-x’II G/)X-xx))/, for all XEH and all x’EM, (18) 
and the shift elements sk to belong to H. Obviously, nonexpansive operators Tk are Fejer 
monotone with respect to M if it is a fixed-point set of all Tk. For instance, the metric projector 
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PQ onto a convex and closed set Q 2 M is Fejer monotone with respect to M. Thus we can put 
Tk = Pe for all 
Pl+) 
w + > 
(VT+) 
guarantee the 
projector onto 
k. In view of (181, the assumptions 
11% -sk -pTk(Xk -‘k)ii f qP(Xk, M), 4 E [o, l), 
11 Xk - sk - fik 11 G @(Xk, M)~ 
I(Xk-sk-X1112g)1Xk-X’)12-1112p2(Xk) M), for all x’EM, 
assumptions (Vl), (V4) and (V7), respectively, where P denotes the metric 
A4 and m is a positive constant. Taking the identity 
II~k-~k-~r~~2=~~~k-~1~~2-2(~~, x,-d)+lls,/12 
into account, we obtain the equivalent formulations 
(V4_) II$112 + (l - 62)p2(X,, M, 6 2(s,, Xk -pXk), 
(V7_) IIsk/12+m2p2(xk, M) <2(sk, xk-x’), for all x’EM, 
for (V4+) and (V7+). (V4-) already ensures that a sequence (xk> satisfying (17) and (18) 
converges geometrically to an element of M if 6 < 1 is supposed (see Corollary 3). Moreover, 
(V7-) supplies (V4-) with 6 = (1 - m2)l12 < 1. 
Sufficient conditions for the relation 
IIsk112+m2p2(x,, M)<2(s,, xk-x’) (19) 
are 
a2p2(x,, M)+,1\2<h2(s,, xk-x’), 0<b2<2, (20) 
with 
m2=g 
a2(2 - P) 
b2 
=f(a, b), 
and 
C2j1Sk112Q?2(Xk, hf)<d’(Sk, Xk-X’), O<d2<2C2, 
with 
(21) 
2c2 - d2 
m2G 
c2d2 
=g(c, d), 
whence sufficient conditions for (V4-) or (V7-) arise depending on whether x’ represents the 
special element Px, or each element of M. If 6 appears instead of m as in (V4-1, the equation 
m2 + a2 = 1 has to be used. Observe that the estimates in the theorems become best if m is 
chosen maximal within the admissible range. 
The conditions (19)-(21) implicitly involve certain restrictions about the occurring constants. 
Evidently, (19) is equivalent to 
m2p2(xk, M) f IIxk -x’1\2 - I(xk -XXI -sk(12. 
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If x’ can be replaced by Px, as in (V4-) or in (V7-) and if there exist numbers k with 
p(x,, M) z 0, then m ’ in (19) as well as its upper bounds S(a, b) and g(c, d) derived from 
(20) and (21), respectively, have to be less than or equal to 
1- sup 
(P(% M) - IIskll)2 
k:xkEM PYXkT M) * 
The inequalities f<a, b) G 1 and g(c, d) G 1 lead to a2 G b2/(2 -b*) and d2 >, 2c2/(c2 + 1). 
But (20) and (21) imply also 
ap(x,, M, +,(I Gb2p(Xk> M)> (20’) 
cI~skll GP(x,, M, ~d2bkll, (21’) 
if on the right-hand sides x’ = Px, is chosen, Schwarz’s inequality is applied to the scalar 
products and a, b are supposed to be nonnegative without loss of generality. This yields the 
sharper restrictions a < b2 and c < d 2. Moreover, II sk 1) tends to 0 iff p(x,, A41 tends to 0 
assuming (20’) with a > 0 or (21’) with c > 0. 
We can determine a positive value m as required in (V7-) if the given upper bounds for m 
are positive too. For a > 0, b* < 2 and 0 CC, d2 < 2c2 we get f(a, 6) > 0 and g(a, b) > 0, 
respectively. 
Now we turn to a specification of Theorem 5 and Lemma 6. 
Theorem 7. Under the assumptions (18) and 
(V6_) 
[lskj1*<2(sk, xk-x’), forallx’EM, 
lls,11*+ (l -62)p2(xk, M)G2(s,, +-Pxk), 8E [O, l), 
the sequence ( xk) defined in (17) converges geometrically to an element x * in M. Moreover the 
estimates 
l[Xk --x * (1 < (l + +(xk, M) G (l + 6)p(x0, M)ak, (22) 
IIX~+~-X*II~<in(l,6+6*)11xk-x*II (22’) 
hold. 
Proof. (V7+) and (V7-) are also equivalent in the case m = 0. Observing (181, therefore the 
first condition of (V6-) implies the first condition of (V6). Since (V4+) and (V4-) are 
equivalent and (V4+) yields (V4), the second condition of (V6-) is sufficient for the second 
condition of (V6). Hence the assertions follow’ by Theorem 5 and the remarks after it. •I 
Theorem 8. The assumptions (18) and (V7-) guarantee the geometrical convergence of the 
sequence (x,> defined in (17) to an element x * in M. Besides, the estimates 
Ilxk ---XI II G (1 + G(m))dxk? M) G (1 + +‘#+,, M)a(m)k, (23) 
s(m) = (1 - m*)l’*, 
Ix ktl -x * 11 < min( p;(m), p-(m>)ll xk -x * (1 (23’ ) 
hold, where p;(m) and p-(m) are given in (16) and (141, respectively. 
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Proof. (V7-) is a special case of (V66) with the given 6 = s(m). Thus (23) is a consequence of 
(22) by Theorem 7. Since (V7-1 supplies 
remarks. q 
also (V7), (23’) follows by Lemma 6 and the added 
Finally we consider a modified version 
product of elements t, with relaxation 
precisely, we assume 
of (171, where the elements sk are generated by the 
parameters A, varying within certain limits. More 
xk+l = Tk(xk - ‘+kfk), (24) 
with IIOIIeXpanSiW. operators Tk, parameterS 
AkEJ= [&I, 2-E& El > 0, E2 > 0, El + E2 < 2, 
and elements t, satisfying 
(25) 
IItk1[2< (tk, xk-id), for all x’ EM, (26) 
iitkii aFdxk, M), for an appropriate F > 0. (27) 
Now we mention some consequences, applications and related results from the literature which 
are proven in the succeeding paper [lo]. 
Theorem 9. Under the above listed assumptions (25)-(27) the sequence (xk> of method (24) 
converges geometrically to an element x * in M. Moreover, then the estimates (23) and (23’) hold 
for m E (0, m,], where 
m, = (~(2 - T))~‘~F, 
T+1,2-e2}, IT-11 = ,‘1y21Ei-lI. (28) 
This assertion follows by Theorem 8. In [9] we gave the estimate 
6, = (1 - E~E~F*)~‘~, 
which is weaker than (23) for m = m,. 
Theorem 9 can be applied to the convex feasibility problem, where we look for elements x in 
the intersection M of convex and closed sets Mi, i E T. Then a suitable method is (24) with 
Tk =I, A, EJ, tk =xk -pi(k)xk, i(k) Er, (29) 
where (i(k)) is a so-called control sequence and Pi denotes the metric projector onto Mi. This 
method realizes relaxed successive orthogonal projections onto selection sequences of (Mi). The 
obtained statements generalize results of [4]. For a finite number of halfspaces Mi in 
finite-dimensional spaces, the convex feasibility problem corresponds to the solution of linear 
inequality systems. Then (24), (29) become the method of [1,6]. In this case we get generaliza- 
tions of results presented in [3,5]. 
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Now we assume that we know elements uk in H and numbers qk such that the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 
(% xk -x’) 2 qk, for all x’ E M, (30) 
(Pk -fp(x, > M)K> II”kll d$(x,, M)K-l. (31) 
for certain positive constants A, B, K and xk P&f. Then we can derive a convergence 
statement based on Theorem 9 if the conditions (26) and (27) are replaced by (30) and (311, and 
special elements t, depending on uk and (pk are used. 
Theorem 10. If the assumptions (25), (30) and (31) hold, then the sequence (xk> of method (24) 
with the elements 
converges geometrically to an element x * in M. Besides, the estimates (23) and (23’) are satisfied 
for m E (0, m2], where 
m2 = (7(2 - ~-))l’~ 4 
and r is the number defined in (28). 
Theorem 10 can be applied to an optimization problem, where we seek minimizing elements 
of a convex functional cp with known minimal value cp *. We obtain the projected subgradient 
method if we choose in (32) 
(Pk=(P(Xk)--(P*, uk E d(P(xk)* 
Here acp(x) denotes the subdifferential of cp in x. On this field, Theorem 10 generalizes results 
in [2,7,8]. 
Finally we suppose that there are elements uk in H satisfying 
@k, xk -x’) 2 Cp(x,, M)K, for all x’EM, (33) 
II”k]I G&(x,, M)K-l> (34) 
with appropriate constants C > 0, D > 0 and K > 1. Using these conditions instead of (30) and 
(311, Theorem 10 again supplies geometrical convergence of method (24) with the elements 
t, = CD-K/G-l) 1) uk II(Z-Kv(K- ljUk (35) 
and corresponding error estimates. But it is also possible in this case to take another parameter 
range as 1 in (25) depending on K. This yields modified error estimates. A special version of 
this result is already given in [ll]. 
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